FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Saving the Arts: How The Virtual Detective Became the #1 Artistic
Team Building Experience
The Premier Online Theater Features Murder Mysteries, Escape Rooms, DetectiveThemed Scavenger Hunts, and Much More
(Charlotte North Carolina) - Entertainment experiences were among the rst to shut down in
March of 2020. Due to this shift, schools, businesses, and organizations have turned to technology to maintain the integrity and artistry of their craft. The Dinner Detective Dinner Theater’s
team of veteran thespians were faced with a particular challenge. How do you wrap a premiere
dinner entertainment experience into a safe, virtual format? Introducing The Virtual Detective,
the 100% online entertainment experience, wrapping all of the best attractions for family outings or team building into one.
Unprecedented times call for innovation and creativity, and this experienced team of performers rose to the occasion to save the industry they love. Featuring murder mysteries, escape
rooms, detective-themed scavenger hunts, and much more, the Virtual Detective includes live
actors to moderate every engagement, interact with the group, and create a performance that
customers are not likely to forget.
Families, friends, co-workers, and everyone alike, are forced into a virtual match of whits to
collaborate their way out of unique situations, from any location in the world. Each experienced
is designed to touch on a di erent aspect of collaboration, including:
•
•
•
•

Racing against the clock to win the scavenger hunt
Figuring out “who did it”, in the murder mystery series
Solving the clues to escape any of the themed escape rooms
Encourage creativity and imaginative thinking with the Children’s Mystery Makers

The need for an escape from reality and laughter has never been more necessary, and the creators of The Virtual Detective sought to nd a way to continue to serve their customers amidst
this global pandemic, by creating a fun, safe, one-of-a-kind adventure; without the safety concerns, and without the technical glitches that most mainstream virtual experiences provide.
Crafted by industry professionals using top-tier technology, The Virtual Detective creates a
seamless user experience to ensure an e ortless and interactive team-building experience.
"By the end of March, we found ourselves in a precarious situation: tens of thousands of loyal
customers from around the world and no way to entertain them. Everyone from our general
admission customers to corporate, to military and colleges, all wanting to laugh and forget for
just a few moments all the negativity happening in the world. It was during those dark times that
we wanted to help. We wanted to let them know the theater wasn't dead, it was just going to
look di erent. It was at that point, we decided to rewrite the rules of what could be done virtually and theatrically." - Scott O’Brien, Executive Producer
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Through proof of concept, dedication to providing an exclusive experience, and unwavering
commitment to their client base; The Virtual Detective’s purpose-driven vision has come to
fruition.

To learn more about The Virtual Detective, please visit: https://thevirtualdetective.games/
##
About The Virtual Detective
The Virtual Detective is a virtual experience providing murder mysteries, escape rooms, detective-themed scavenger hunts, and much more. From the creators of The Dinner Detective,
America's largest, award-winning murder mystery dinner theater, Virtual Detective brings a new
spin on traditional games. Crafted by industry veterans using the top-tier technology and including live actors to moderate every engagement, this interactive experience creates an enhanced environment of teamwork for any occasion. Great for team-building, corporate parties,
connecting virtual classrooms and groups, military bases, or anyone simply looking for entertainment, The Virtual Detective provide an unmatched premium cinematic online mystery experience.
##
Website: https://thevirtualdetective.games/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thevirtualdetective
For more information or press inquiries, please contact Whitney Axley-Andrews at
whitney@thevirtualdetective.games or 323.301.5048.

